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INTRODUCTION 
Returns  over feed costs  from  feeder cattle vary greatly from  farm  to 
farm  .  This  variation  in  returns  is due  primarily to  two  major  factors: 
(1)  feed  cost per pound  of gain,  and  (2)  the price spread between  purchase 
p rice and  sales price.  This  is  emphasized by this  study of costs  and  re­
turns  for  seventy-nine lots of  cattle fed  out  on  southern Minnesota farms 
in  the  1955-56  feeding  season.  This  information was  obtained from  records 
kept  by members  of the Southeastern,  Southwestern,  and  West  Central Minne­
sota Farm  Management  Services.  The  purpose  of this  report  is to  make  avail­
able  data regarding the average  results from  feeding  operations,  to  provide 
examples  of  individual lot  records,  and  to  show  the  relative  importance  of 
feeding  efficiency and  price  spread  in  feeder cattle production. 
The  data presented cover  individual  lots of cattle from purchase  as 
feeders  to  sale as  fat  cattle.  Three  different  feeding  programs  are  repre­
sented;  (1)  long-fed calves,  (2)  long-fed yearlings,  and (3)  short-fed 
yearlings  and  two-year-olds.  Cattle on  feed  240  days  or  less are  classed 
as  "short-fed"  and  those  fed  fo r  longer  period~ as  "long-fed.  It  Steers and 
heifers are  combined in these lots.  All  lots with  an  average weight  of  500 
pounds  or less per head at purchase are classed as  calves. 
The  variation  in average  costs and  returns  among  these three  classes  of 
cattle was  much  less  than  the  variations  in  the  same  items within each  group. 
The  comparison  of  the  lots above  and  below  average  returns  on  page  23  indi­
cates the  differences  and  similarities between  the  high profit and  low profit 
lots. - 2  ­
Variations  in average  returns for  the  last four  years  for each feeding 
program  are  shown  on  pages  18-20.  These variations are due  chiefly to dif­
ferences  in price level  and price spread.  These  four  years'  records  do  not 
cover identical  samples  as  the  number  of lots has  increased and  the  farms 
represented have  changed. 
Simple  arithmetic averages  are  used  throughout  this  report.  In  comput­
ing group  averages  each lot  was  given equal weight  regardless of the  number 
of  animals  in it. 
PRICES 
The  average  yearly prices at  which  the principal  feeds  used  in  cattle 
feeding were  charged on  the  farms  studied are  shown  in Table 1 for 1955  and 
1956.  The  farm-raised feeds  are valued at  average  prices  on  the  farm.  Pur­
chased feeds  are listed at  the prices  farmers paid for  them.  Feed for  which 
there  is no  established market,  such as  corn  silage,  are valued  on  the  basis 
of their feeding  value  relative  to similar feeds  for  which  a  market  price is 
available. 
Table  1.  Average  Annual  Feed Prices 
1955  1956 

Alfalfa h~, per  ton 

Timothy  or brome  hay,  per  ton 

Oats  or  h~ silage,  per ton 

Corn  silage,  per  ton 

Ear  corn,  per bu. 

Oats,  per bu. 

Linseed oil meal,  per 100  Ibs. 
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Monthly prices  of  stocker  and  feeder cattle at  South  St.  Paul  from 
Januar,y.  1955,  through April.  1957.  are shown  in Figure 1.  Southern Minne­
sota farmers  secure their feeder cattle from  a  variety of sources  but  the 
South  St.  Paul  quotations are  reasonably  representative of price trends 
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Figure 1. 	 Average  Monthly Prices per 100 Pounds  of Stockers  and Feeders. 
All Weights,  South  St.  Paul,  January,  1954-April,  1956.  (Com­
piled from  Livestock Market  News  Statistic8 and Related Data, 
USDA,  PMA.  1955-1957. 
13 l,t  \  fl,  I  I - 4 ­
The  average purchase  and  sales prices per 100 pounda  of feeder cattle 

for  the years  1952-1956 by type  of feeding  program are  shovn  in Figure  2. 

$30 
I11III Purchase price 
17/Zd Sale price 
$20  • 
$12 
1953  1954  1955  1953  1954  1955  1952  1953  1954  1955 
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Long-Fed.  Calves  Long-Fed  Yaa~lingl  , Short-Fed Yearlings  and. 
Two-Year-01d.s 
Figure  2, 	 Average  ~archa6e and  Sale Prices per 100 Pounds  of  Feeder Cattle 

by Feeding Program  on  Farms  Studied.,  1952-1956. 

NUMBERS  AND  WEIGHTS  OF  CATTLE  :fED 
The  indivi dual  lota of cattle for  the  1955-56  feeding period  included.  a 
wid.e  range  as  to  numbers  per loto gain  per  head~  end  daily gain,  The  data 
in  Table  2  ind.icate  the  range  from  high to  low  for  each  item and  also  give a 
comparison  between  the  calves,  long-fed yearlings,  and  the  ahort-fed. yearlings 
and  two-year-olds  o 
Daily gains  were greatest  for  the  ahort-fed cattle.  This  was  d.ue  in part 
to  their  large~ Bize  and greater capacity for feed  and  to  the  fact  that  they 
were  pushed along  more  rapid.ly.  Death losaes  occurred  in  25  of  the  79  lots, 
In  a  few  of  the  cases it was  an  important  factor limiting the  profits for 









Table  2.  Range  in Numbers  and Weights  for Individual Lots 
Short-fed yearlings 
Lon~-fed calves  Long-fed yearlings  and  two-year-olds 
Avg.  High  Low  Avg.  High  Low  Avg.  High  Low 
Number  of head  in  lot  57  217  15  70  200  24  46  76  20 
Avg.  purchase  weight  407  485  336  647  881  527  731  925  549 
Average  sale  weight  962  1216  734  1134  1327  968  1070  1259  851 
Avg.  gain  in  wt.  per hd.  555  777  272  487  594  350  339  512  129 
Avg.  daily gain per hd.  1.6  2.2  . 88  1.6  2.3  1.2  1.8  2.6  1.2 
FEEDING  DATA  PRESENTED 
The  number  and weights  of  cattle fed,  the  quantities  of feed  used  and  the 
costs and  returns from  feeding operations  for  the  1955-56  feeding  season  are 
shown  in  the  following pages.  In  Table  3  is  the  report  for  the  long-fed calves, 
in Table  4 for  the  long-fed yearlings,  and  in Table  5 for  the  short-fed yearlings 
and  two-year-olds.  A comparison  of  these  data for  the  last four  years  is given 
in  Table  6. 
The  comparison  of  the  factors affecting  costs  and  returns for  the  lots with 
above  average  return and  those  with  below  average  return for  each  of the  three 
types  of  feeding  operations  is given in Table  7 on  page  23.  A comparative  analy­
s is of price spread,  feed costs  and  returns for  the  lots with above  average  re­
turn  and those  with below  average  return for  the  last  three years  is  shown  in 
Table 8.  A comparison  of  returns  from  price  spread and  from feeding  for  the 
different  cattle  feeding  programs  is  presented in Table 9.  The  report  is  con­
cluded with  the presentation of  a  method  of determining  how  much  t~ pay  for 
f eeder cattle. 4 
- 6 ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed  Calves,  1955-56 

Average 
of  Individual lot numbers 
~7 lots  1  2  J 
Number  and  weight  of cattle fed: 
1.  Number  of head bought  57  21  81  81  50 
2.  Days  on  farm 
3.  Days  on  pasture 
















5.  Average  purchase  weight,  Ibs. 











7.  Gain per head,  Ibs. 
8.  Gain  per  head per day,  Ibs. 


















used per 100  Ibs. 
Corn,  Ibs. 
gain: 




Small grain,  Ibs. 
Commercial  feed,  Ib s. 











14.  Legume  hay,  Ibs, 
15.  Other hay,  Ibs. 
16.  Total  dry  roughage,  Ibs, 
17.  Corn  silage,  Ibs. 
18.  Grass  or oat  silage,  Ibs, 
19 .  Total  silage,  Ibs, 






















Prices of Cattle: 
21.  Price paid per 100  Ibs. 
22.  Price received per 100  Ibs. 
















Cost  and  returns ,Eer  lot: 
24.  Total value  produced  $7298.14  $2571.37  $17492.51  $10888.51  $8118.36 
25.  Total  feed  cos t  4975.16  1198.64  8377 .6ti  ~80.58  4029.69 
26.  Total return  over feed  cost  $2322.98  $1372.73  $9114.8  $~07.93  $4088.67 
Cost  and  returns £er 100  Ibs.  gain: 

27,  Value  produced  $22.44  $29.38  $29.15  $27.01  $27.36 

28.  Feed  costs 	 16.62  l.J,--69  13.96  13.10  13.58 
29.  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COST  $ 5.82  $I5."b9  $15.19  $13.91  $13.78 
30,  Return  over  feed cost  from 
price  spread  $ 1.44  $ 6.60  $ 3.25  $  4.67  $  3.44 
31. 	 Return over  feed  cost  from 
feeding  $  4,38  $ 9.09  $11.94  $ 9.24  $10.34 
32.  Return per $100  feed  cost  $139  $215  $209  $206  $201 - 7 ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed  Calves,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
5  b  7  8  9  10  11  12 
























































9.  33645  50035  118635  22255  30515  45855  22865  31595 



















13.  521  343  535  502  590  511  bIT  511 
14. 
15. 






































481  m 
9 
21.  $18.25  $17.75  $19.72  $16.25  $19. 00  $19.36  $23.00  $19.40 
22.  23.15  22.69  23.05  22 . 51  24 . 61  23.55  27.38  23.25 




$9033.23  $12867.59  $30147.95 
4844.24  7141.57  16856.48 
$4188.99  $5726.02  $13291.47 
$6029.34 
~a62.04 
$2  67.30 
$'8556.53  $12028.82 
2~02.68  7124. 11 
































30.  $ 3.70  $ 3. 02  $ 2.36  $ 4.58  $ 3.43  $ 2.68  $ 3.36  $ 2.59 
31.  $ 8. 75  $ 8.42  $ 8.84  $ 6.50  $ 7.23  $ 7.94  $ 6.39  $ 6.54 
32.  $186  $180  $179  $169  $161  $168  $147  $155 17 
...  8  ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed  Calves,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
12  14  12  16 
Number  and weight  of cattle fed: 
1.  Number  of  head bought  30  97  66  89  103 
2.  Days  on  farm  358  312  331  342  357 
3.  Days  on  pasture  70  41  57  96  0 
4.  Percent  death  loss  0  0  4.55  2.25  .97 
5.  Avg.  purchase  weight,  lbs.  401  353  470  347  417 
6.  Average  sales  weight,  lbs.  1037  971  1020  910  1045 
7.  Gain  per head,  1bs.  636  618  550  563  628 
8.  Gain  per  head  per  d~, lbs.  1.77  1.98  1.66  1.65  1.76 
9.  Pounds  of beef produced  19085  59945  33215  48232  63630 
Feed  used  ~er 100  lbs.  gain: 
10.  Corn,  lbs.  543  250  373  277  610 
11.  Small  grain,  lbs.  12  6  53  22  15 
12.  Commercial  feed,  lbs.  ~  28  30  80 
13.  Total  concentrates,  lbs.  580  ~  ~  329  705 
14.  Legume  h~, lbs. 	 144  321  247  370  160 
15.  Other hay  and  stover,  1bs.  3  20 	 120 
16.  Total  dry  roughage,  lbs.  m  34I  247  490  ~ 
17.  Corn  silage,  lbs. 	 31 
18.  Grass or oat  silage,  1bs. 	 77 
19.  Total  sil  age,  lbs. 	 3I  n 
20.  Pasture  days 	 11  7  11  18 
Prices 	of cattle: 
21.  Price paid per 100  lbs.  $22.41  $19.95  $20.67  $15.93  $21.09 
22.  Price  received per  100  lbs.  23.06  17.95  21.37  22.59  23.93 
23.  Price spread per 100 lb s.  .65  -2.00  .70  6.66  2.84 
Cost  and returns  ~er lot: 
24.  Total  valus  produc ed  $4478.65  $10081.58  $7316.93  $12959.22  $16439.80 
25.  Total  feed  cos t 	 2~4~.10  5208.21  4682.14  ~188.30  1120a·72
26.  Total  return  over feed  cost  $1529.55  $4773.07  $2631. 79  $3770.92  $493  . 08 
Cost  and  returns  ~er 100  1bs.  gain: 
27.  Value  produced 	 $23.46  $16.81  $22.03  $26.87  $25.83 
28.  Feed  cost s 	 12·42  14.11  19.04  18.08 
29.  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COSTS  $  8.01  $  7.9  $  7.92  $  7.83  $-r:T5 
30.  Return  Over  feed  cost  from  * 
price spread 	 $  .40  $-1.14  $  .66  $  4.28  $  1.90 
31. 	 Return  over  feed cost  from 
feeding  $  7.61  $ 9.10  $  7.26  $  3.55  $  5.85 
32.  Return  per $100  feed  cost  $152  $190  $156  $141  $143 - 9 ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed  Calves,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25 



















4.  0  4.84  0  3.67  3. 70  0  0  0 
5.  362  475  341  349  439  350  372  400 
6.  849  956  862  1052  1216  1043  1049  952 
7.  487  481  521  703  777  693  677  552 
8.  1.50  1.47  1.48  1.84  1.84  1.38  1.76  1.40 
9.  19475  26925  26035  72425  19770  27720  21645  11595 













13.  ~  608  434  55b  . 397  495  ~  521 
14.  137  282  85  266  263  86  499  448 
15.  ~  84  14  63  12  -
16. 
17 . 
175  282  169 
461 
280  326  98 
476 




20.  ~ 3 9 
238 
238  ~ 8 5 





21.  $15.64  $15.10  $19.00  $19.57  $22.79  $20.00  $19.50  $18.00 
22.  19 .81  19.60  22 . 79  20.63  19.89  19.75  21.46  18.77 
23.  4.17  4.50  3. 79  1.06  -2.90  -.25  1.96  .77 
24.  $4463.50  $6602. 73  $6581.54  $15347.83  $3587.19  $5439.26  $4876.94  $2240.85 
25. 
26. 









$ 745. 73 






27.  $22.92  $24.52  $25.28  $21.19  $18.14  $19.62  $22.53  $19.32 
28. 
29. 
15. g 4 
$ 7.  8 
16. g 0 













30.  $ 3.11  $ 4.92  $ 2.49  $  .56  $-1. 75  $ - .13  $ 1.07  $  .55 
31.  $  4.57  $  2070  $ 2.62  $ 3.94  $ 5.52  $ 2.73  $ 1.49  $  1.99 
32.  $150  $145  $125  $127  $126  $115  $113  $115 - 10  ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed Calves,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot  numbers 
26  27  28  2~  ~O 
Number  and  weight  of cattle fed: 
1.  Number  of  head  bought 	 41  15  33  38  27 
2.  Days  on  farm 	 483  324  370  386  249 
3.  Days  on  pasture 	 45  79  73  86  0 
4.  Percent  death  10s8 	 2.00  0  3.03  0  0 
5.  Avg.  purchase  weight,  Ibs.  471  416  372  433  458 
6.  Average  sales weight,  Ibs.  897  892  880  1130  793 
7.  Gain per head,  Ibs. 	 426  476  508  697  335 
8.  Gain  per  head  per dav,  Ib s.  .88  1.47  1.37  1.81  1.35 
9.  Pounds  of beef produc ed  17450  7145  15899  26475  9035 
Feed used  Eer  100  Ibs.  gain: 
10.  Corn,  Ibs. 	 241  721  322  369  458 
11.  Small  grain,  Ibs. 	 6  133  56  33  189 
12.  Commercial  feed,  Ibs. 	 27  26  26 
13.  Total  concentrates.  Ibs.  ~  881  rmrr  ~  m 
14.  Legume  hay,  Ibs. 	 690  525  237  387  597 
15.  Other  hay  and  stover,  Ibs. 	 ..l2  161 
16.  Total dry  roughage,  Ibs.  690  525  312  548  597 
17.  Corn  silage.  Ibs. 	 506 
18.  Grass  or  oat  silage,  Ibs. 	 - 664 ~ 
19.  Total  silage.  Ibs. 	 23  506  bb4 
20.  Pasture  davs 	 11  17  15  12 
Prices 	of  cattle: 
21.  Pr ice  paid  per 100  Ib s •  $15.94  $16.26  $17.28  $20.43  $17.19 
22.  Price received per 100  Ibs.  16.25  22.08  16.61  18.38  20.13 
23.  Price spread per 100  Ibs.  .31  5.82  -.67  -2.05  2.94 
Cost  and  returns  Eer lot: 
24.  Total  value  produced  $289 ' ~. 18  $1939.65  $2559.74  $4528.52  $2182.30 
25.  Total  feed cost 	 22~-2. 81  1806.02  2~12.16  4121.42  2061. 41 
26.  Total  return ove r  feed  cost  $  345.31  $  133.60  $  47.58  $  407.10  $  120. 89 
COst  and  returns Eer 100  Ibs.  gain: 
27.  Value  produced 	 $16.58  $27.14  $16.10  $17.10  $24.14 
28.  Feed costs  14.61 	 22.80 25.~7  14·22  12·27 
29.  RETUBN  OVER  FEED  COSTS  $  1.97  $  1.  7  $  1.55  $  1.53  $""I':34 
30. 	 Return over feed cost  from 
pri  ce  sp read  $  .33  $  5.06  $  -.51  $-1.28  $  4.01 
31. 	 Return  over  feed  cost  from 
feeding  $  1.64  $-3.19  $  2.06  $  2.81  $-2.67 
32.  Return  per  $100  feed cost  $1l4  $107  $111  $1l0  $106 - 11  ­
Table  3.  Long-Fed Calves,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual  lot numbers 
























4.  3.23  1.96  0  0  0  3.45  0 
5.  485  480  371  360  412  438  462 
6.  968  1118  813  829  806  986  734 
7.  501  638  442  499  394  530  272 
8.  1.86  1.67  1.70  1.34  1.49  1. 28  1.54 
9.  14530  62910  15925  10315  788, 0  14400  25835 























14.  392  102  339  397  89  256  209 
15.  102  124 
16.  392  102  ~  397  191  380  209 
17.  1019  668  741 
18 .  1091  1130 
19.  1019  ~ 138  m  1091  1130 
20.  19  21  10 
21.  $20.01  $22.82  $18.05  $16.50  $18.49  $19.21  $22.65 
22.  18 . 47  18.05  20.64  16.78  19.24  15 . 83  18.00 
23.  -1.54  -4.77  2.59  .28  .75  -3.38  -4.65 






$  1  3.  9 
.22~2.24 





2402.12  4604.71 
$-553.05  $-1995.41 








$  .21  17·tt9 







30.  $-1.60  $-3.72  $  .25  $  .22  $  .78  $-2.99  $-7.90 
31.  $  2.47  $  3.98  $ -.04  $ -.71  $-3.65  $ -.85  $  .18 
32.  $105  $102  $101  $97  $87  $77  $57 - 12  ­
Table  4.  Long-Fed Yearlings,  1955-56 
Average 
of  Individual  lot  numbers 
13  lots  38  39  40  41 
Number 	and weight  of cattle  fed: 
1.  Number  of  head bought 	 70  39  68  57  98 
2.  Days  on  farm 	 304  286  404  241  345 
3.  Days  on  pas ture 	 42  24  155  55  135 
4.  Percent  death  loss 	 . 3  o  o  o  1.0 
5.  Avg.  purchase  weight,  Ibs. 	 647  527  639  576  833 
6.  Avg.  sales  ~eight  ,  Ibs. 	 1134  1121  1192  1143  1327 
7.  Gain per head,  Ibs. 	 487  594  553  567  494 
8.  Gain  per  head per day,  Ibs.  1.60  2.08  1. 37  2. 35  1.43 
9.  Pounds  of beef produced 	 32108  23155  37605  32355  47160 
Feed  used Eer 100  Ibs.,  gain : 
10.  Corn,  Ibs. 	 572  409  437  571  380 
11.  Small grain,  Ibs.  9 	 50 
12.  Commercial  feed,  Ibs. 	 26  12 
13.  Total  concentrates,  Ibs. 	 m  435  ~  m  ~ 
14.  Legume  hay.  Ibs. 	 253  78  229  161  136 
15.  Other hay ,  Ibs.  28 	 88 
16.  Total  dry  roughage,  Ibs. 	 281  78  229  ill  22'4 
17.  Corn  silage,  Ibs. 	 426  424  185  50 5 
18.  Grass  silage.  Ibs. 	 532 
19.  Total  silage,  Ibs. 	 95b  185  ~ 
20.  Pasture days 	 8  4  28  10  28 * Prices 	of cattle: 
21.  Price paid per  100  Ibs. 	 $19.12  $18.04  $20.59  $19.81  $19.00 
22 .  Price  received per 100  Iba.  21 .04  21.61  25 .08  25.10  22.16 
23 .  Pri ce  spread per 100  Ibs. 	 1,92  3.57  4.49  5.29  3.16 
Cost  and  returns  Eer  lot : 
24.  Total value produced 	 $8083.36  $5738 .35  11381.99  $9856.62  13029. 44 
25.  Total feed  co st 	 6525.52  2585. 20  6552. 26  a823 .84  7735.71 
26.  Total  return  over  feed cost  $1557 .84  $3153.15  $4829 .73  $  032 .78  $5293 .73 
Cost  and  returns Eer 100  Ibs.  gain : 
27 .  Value  produced 	 $23.79  $24.78  $30.26  $30 .46  $27 .63 
28.  Feed costs 	 20.52  11.16  17.43  18.00  16. 41 
29.  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COSTS 	 $ 3.27  $13.62  $12.83  $12."'45  $11.22 
30.  Return  over  feed  cost  from 
price  spread  $  2.75  $ 3. 17  $  5.18  $ 5.36  $  5.47 
31. 	 Return  over  feed cost  from 
feeding  $  .52  $10.45  $ 7.65  $ 7.10  $  5.75 
32.  Return per $100  feed cost 	 $128  $222  $174  $169  $168 - 13  ­
Table  4.  Long-Fed  Yearlings.  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50 
1.  95  85  24  72  48  200  58  29  34 
2.  244  258  289  315  385  273  270  285  363 
3.  0  25  31  86  39  0  0  0  0 
4.  0  0  0  0  2.4  1.0  0  0  0 
5.  681  641  606  627  571  618  601  881  605 
6.  1154  1104  1121  1130  1072  968  1079  1280  1047 
7.  473  463  515  503  501  . 350  478  399  442 
8.  1.94  1.79  1.78  1.60  1.30  1.28  l.77  1.40  1.22 
9.  44930  39355  12340  36165  21870  68180  27680  11570  15040 
10.  650  636  378  473  380  868  461  1016  778 
11.  5  12  50  3 
12.  ~  47  ~  ~  24  ....2l.  60  ~  _9~ 
13.  707  b§5  m  511  m5'4  921  571  1199  s=;r; 
14.  236  76  29 2  177  622  169  405  398  309 
15.  20  2t
6 
16.  23b  9b  292  177  622  Ib9  405  398  5 5 
17.  256  457  641  645  566  346  1516 
18,  5£5  969  939  368  14Q 
19.  25b  457  1Ih5  9b9  1584  '§34  b92  15lb 
20.  5  6  17  9 
21.  $18.71  $18 . 73  $19.73  $21 . 35  $17 . 59  $17 . 25  $20.71  $16 . 48  $20.67 
22.  23.34  21.63  19.62  21.00  18.41  20.79  17.40  19.78  17.63 
23.  4.63  2. 90  -.11  -. 35  .82  3. 54  -3 . 31  3.30  -3.04 
24.  13482.47  10136.14  $2406.83  $7436 . 64  $4250.26  18544.01  $3662.19  $3132.87  $2025.86 
25.  8803.66  7387 .31  1615.92  6691.15  4189.73  19043.46  5643.58  4071 .25  4688.72 
26.  $4678.81  $2748.83  $ 790.91  $ 745.49  $  60.53  $-499.45  -1981.39  $-938.38  -2662. 86 
27 .  $30.00  $25 . 75  $19.50  $20.56  $19.43  $27.20  $13 . 23  $27.08  $13.47 
28.  19'  9  18.77  13~  18.51  19 . 16  27.93  20.39  ~  31.17 
29.  $10. U 1  $ 6.98  $~ $ 2.05  $  .27  $ -.73  $~ $-8.11  $-17.70 
30.  $ 6.66  $ 4.12  $ -.12  $ -.44  $ 1.02  $ 6.41  $-4.17  $ 7.30  $-4. 16 
31.  $  3. 75  $ 2.86  $ 6.53  $ 2.49  $  -.75$~7.14  $-2.99  -15.41  -13.54 
'\ 
32.  $153  $137  $149  $111  $101  $97  $65  $77  $43 - ili  ­
Table  5Q  Short-fed Yearlings and  Two-Year-Olds,  1955-56 
Average 
of  Individual lot numbers 
29  lots  ~1  ~2  ~3  ~4  ~ ~ 
No.  and  weight  of cattle fed: 
1.  Number  of head  bought  46  46  58  50  39  45 
2..  Days  on  farm  184  111  179  224  160  133 
3.  Days  on  pasture  12  0  0  0  37  44 
4 •. Percent death loss  .41  0  0  0  0  0 
5. Avgo  purchase  weight,  Ibs 731  803  878  615  850  925 o 
6.  Avgo  sales weight,  Ibso  1070  932  1222  1017  1138  1218 
7.  Gain per  head~ Ibso 	 339  129  344  402  288  293 
8.  Gain per head per day,  Ibso  1.84  1.16  1092  1.79  1 .. 80  2020 
9.  Pounds  of beef produced  15553  5920  20005  20110  11225  13165 
Feed used Eer 100  Ibso  ~ain: 
100  Corn,  Ibso  632  1182  665  498  386  574 
110  Small  grain,  Ibso  18 
12.  Commercial feed,  Ibs o 	 61  34  25  48  30  88 
13. Total  concentrates~ Ibso  711  1216  690  %b  Jill)  bb2 
ilio  Legume  hay,  Ibso 	 311  34  40  234  303  155 
15.  Other hay,  Ibso 	 33  - 40  18  146 
16. Total  d~ roughage,  Ibso  344  ""34  """40  274  321  301 
170  Corn  silage,  Ibso  526  337  200  129  1247  152 
18.  Grass or oat  silage,  Ibs.  264 	 243 
19.  Total silage,  Ibs. 	 790  337  200  129  l247  ~ 
20.  Pasture  days  4 	 13  15 
Prices of  cattle: 
21. Price paid per 100  Ibso  $17.38  $21.00  $21.00  $15.91  $11.88  $17000 
220  Price  received per 100  Ibso  18.50  24084  24.35  19.37  14.81  19010 
230  Price  spread per 100 Ibso  1012  3 0 84  3035  3046  2.93  2010 
Cost 	and  returns per lot: 
24.  Total value produoed  $3240.32  $2893.62 $6578031  $4960024  $2634015  $3391.04 
250  Total feed cost  . 3351.5-8  1717.72  3354045  3007.45  1956.10  2.725 .76 
26.   Total return over feed costs $-111.26  $1175.90 $3223.86  $19~2079 $  678.0~ $  66~ 02 8 
Cost 	and returns per 100  Ibs.  gain: 
27.  Value  produced 	 $21.40  $48.87  $32.88  $24.66  $23.46  $25075 
28.  Feed costs 	 22.62  29.02  16.77  14.95  17.42  20070 
29.  RETURN  OVER.  FEED  COSTS  $-1.22  $19.85  $16.11  $  9.71  $  6004  $ 5005 
30. 	Return over feed cost from 
price  spread  $2.89  $24.03  $8.53  $5.29  ' $8.65  $6065 
31. 	Return over feed  cost from 
feeding  -4.11  -4.18  7.58  4.42  -2.61  -1060 
32.  Return per $100  feed cost  $98  $168  $196  $165  $135  $124 64 
- 15  ­
Table  5.  Short-Fed Yearlings and  Two-Year-01ds,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
56  57  58  59  60  61  62  llj 
1.  63  34  63  42  59  53  20  47  23 
2.  226  232  209  225  208  230  160  169  147 
3.  0  0  0  0  16  0  0  0  0 
4.  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 
5.  609  747  762  552  686  602  868  807  877 
6.  1053  1259  1200  851  1079  884  1205  n63  1095 
7.  444  512  438  299  393  282  337  356  218 
8.  1.96  2.21  2.10  1.33  1.89  1.23  2.11  2011  1.48 
9.  27940  17420  27581  12552  23170  14957  6745  16710  5020 
10.  306  257  439  406  513  397  527  1004 5~& 11.  122  18  112  44  11 
12.  54  47  61  25  76  31  18  50  103 
13.  4B2  322  ~  m  m  1139  m  m  1107 
14.  412  287  174  574  380  1070  652  102  438 
15.  11  - 44  - - - 215  ­
16.  m  2B7  218  m  380  1070  b52  317  lim 
17.  979  1550  674  1147  827  1512  1436 
18.  - - 1083  - - - ­
19.  979  mo  b7Ii  2230  em- 1512  IIi3b  ­
20.  4 
21.  $15.16  $19.50  $19.30  $16 0 30  $16.33  $18.25  $16.70  $16.68  $17.36 
22 .  18.91  19.50  19.52  20.37  18.69  19.16  18.50  17.78  20.81 
2'3.  3.75  0  .22  4.07  2.36  .91  1.80  1.10  3.45 
24.  $6727.49  $3400.80  $5492.22  $3497.83  $5290.30  $3158.~1 $1559.62  $3389.43  $1739.43 
25 .  5507.66  2640.79  4353046  3124.93  4951.13  3061.37  1589.65  3495.65  1789.40 
26.  $1219.8j $  760.01 $l1j8  076  $  j72.90 $  j39.17 $  96.84 $  -jO.03 $-106.22  $  -49.97 
27.  $24.08  $19.52  $19.91  $27.87  $22.83  $21.11  $23012  $20.28  $34.64 
28.  19071  15.16  15.78  24090  21.37  20.46  23.56  .  20.92  35.64 
29.  $ 4.37  $  4.36  $ 4.13  $  2.97  $  1046  $  065  $  -.ri4  $ -.64  $-1.00 
30.  $  5.17  $  .02  $  039  $  7050  $ 4.14  $  1.97  $ 4.62  $  2.50  $13.83 
31.  -.80  4.34  3.74  -4.53  -2.68  -1.32  -5.06  -3014  -14.83 
32.  $122  $129  $126  $112  $107  $103  $98  $97  $97 - 16  ­
Table  50  Short-Fed Yearlings and  Two-Year-Olds,  1955-56  (continued) 

Individual lot numbers 
65  66  b7  b8  b9  70 
No o  and  weight of cattle fed: 
10  Number  of head bought 
2'0  Days  on  farm 
30  Days  on pasture 
40  Percent death loss 
5.  Avgo  purchase  weight9  Ibso 
6.  Avgo  sales wei.ght,  Ibs. 
70  Gain per head,  Ibs  .. 
80  Gain per head per day,  Ibs  o 























































Feed  used per 100  lbso gain: 
10 0  Corn,  Ibs  o 
110  Small grain,  Ibs.. 
120  Commercial  feed,  Ibs. 





















140  Legume  hay,  Ibs.. 
150  Other bay,  Ibs. 
16.  Total dry roughage,  Ibso 
17.  Corn  silage,  Ibso 
18.  Grass  or oat silage,  Ibs  o 
19.  Total silage, Ibso 





























Prices ot  cattle: 
21.  Price paid per 100  Ibso 
220  Price  received per 100  Ibs  o 
230  Price  spread per  100  lbso 
$16.29 
14061 








20 0 27 
2018 
$19032 
18 0 26 
-1006 
$19050 
19 0 82 
032 
Cost and returns per lot: 

240  Total value produced  $1283052  $2657.56  $2995023  $5563.93  $3701.36 $3910082 

25.  Total feed  cost  1460.48  2860.36  3381003  6367076  4603048  4751070 
26.  Total return over feed  $-176096  $-202.80  $-385.80 $-803.83  $-902.12  $-840088 
Cost and returns Eer 100  Ibs  o  gain: 
27.  Value  produced 
28.  Feed costs 
290  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COSTS 
$8 0 31 
9046 
$-1..15 
$18 0 40 
19 0 80 
$-1040 
$16 .. 14 
18 0 22 










30.  Return  over feed 
price  spread 
cost from 
$-6 0 30  $ 1.13  $  022  $ 4.26  $-2  0 04  $  042 
310  Return over 
feeding 
feed  cost from 
5015  =2053  -2030  -7 0 80  -1092  -4077 
320  Return per $100  feed  cost  $88  $93  $89  $87  $80  $82 - - - - -
- -
79 
- 17  ­
Table  5.  Short-Fed Yearlings and  Two-Year-01ds,  1955-56  (continued) 
Individual lot numbers 
71- - 72  73  74  7~  76  77  78 
60  . 1.  31  15  69  15  25  53  49  42 
2.  159  168  202  197  112  131  212  186  200 
3.  50  0  0  0  37  8  0  II  0 
4.  1.67  0  0  0  0  0  1.89  2.04  4.76 
5.  818  781  558  697  695  982  633  702  693 
6.  ll91  1147  859  1018  930  1319  893  1078  1073 
7.  373  366  301  321  235  337  260  376  380 
8.  2.35  2e18  1.49  1 0 63  2.10  2.57  1.23  2.02  1,,90 
9.  21200  11330  4505  22245  3530  8410  12861  17369  13810 
10.  515  989  645  290  701  496  941  853  1097 
11.  49  11  60  10  20 
12~  69  59  60  66  98  78  77  llO  87 
13.  m  1~  7Ib  4fb  809  ~  1018  9b3  1204 
14.  127  397  255  521  260  117  2:69  461  239 
15.  66  315  18  28 
16.  193  397  ~  ~  28'S  ll7  2b9  4hl  239 
17.  396  944  832  1011 
18.  - - 1687  854  - 832  873  368  666 
19.  396  Ib87  1798  1664  IffB4  ~  bb6 
20.  14  16  2  3 
21.  $20.49  $18.97  $15.74  $12,,00  $17.50  $19.30  $17.60  $16.60  $17.94 
22.  18.85  19 .. 75  17.08  12 048  16.20  16 0 40  18.20  18.01  17072 
23.  -1.64  .78  1.34  .48  -1.30  -2.90  .60  1.41  -.22 
24.  $3192.63  $2426.02  8881.45  $3008.55  $436.98  $665.45  $2540.19  $3609.80  $2383028 
25.  4147.83  3ll2.24  1200.50  4687.46  837.92  1700.24  4280.82  6092.60  4436.09 
26.  $-955.20  $0:686.22  $-319.05$-1678.91 $-400.94$-1034. 79$-174o.63f):2482.80$-e052.81 
27.  $15.06  $21.41  $19.57  $13,,52  $12.38  $7.91  $19.75  $20.78  $17026 
28.  19.56  27.47  26.65  21 0 07  23074  20.22  33.29  35.07  32.12 
29 .  $-4.50  $-6.06  $-7.08  $-7 o~5  $-11.36  $-12.31  $-13.~4  $-ilio29  $-14.86 
30.  $-3.79  $ 1e66  $2.49  $1,,04  $-3.82  $-8.49  $ 1.55  $  2.77  $  -046 
31.  -.71  -7.72  -9.57  -8.59  -7.54  -3.82  -15.09  -17.06  -14.40 
32.  $77  $78  $73  $64  $52  $39  $59  $59  $54 - 18  ­
Table 	6.  A Four-Year  Comparison  of Feeder Cattle Costs and Returns 
Long-fea:  calve  s 
19~2-~3  1953-~4  1954-55  1955 ~5c 
A.vg o  Avgo  Avg.  Avgo 
18  lots  20  lots  29  lots  37  lots 
No.  and weight  of cattle fed: 
10  Number  of head  bought 
2.  Days  on  farm 
3. Days  on  pasture 
4.  Percent death loss 
5. Avg.  purchase weight,  Ibs  o 
6.  Avg.  sale  weight,  Ibso 
7.  Gain  per head,  Ibs. 
8.  Gain  per head per day,  Ibs o 
9.  Pounds  beef produced per lot 
Feed used Eer 100  Ibs  o  gain: 
10.  Corn,  Ibs e 
11.  Small grain,  Ibso 
120  Commercial feed,  Ibso 
130  Total  concentrates, Ibso 
14. Legume  hay,  Ibs  o 
150  Other hay and  stover, Ibso 
16.  Total dry roughage,  Ibs. 
170  Silage, Ibso 
180 Pasture days 
Prices of cattle: 

190  Price paid per 100  Ibs. 

200 Price  received per 100  Ibso 

21.  Price  spread,  per 100  lbso 
Cost and  returns Eer lot: 
220  Total value produced 
23.  Total feed  cost 
24.  Total return over feed  cost 
Cost and  returns perlOO  lb~o  ~ain: 
250  Value  produced 
260 Feed costs 
27.  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COSTS 
28. 	Return over feed cost from 
price  spread 
29. 	Return overfeed cost from 
feeding 
30.  Return per $100  feed cost 
31.  Estimated costs  other than feed 
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Table  6.  A Four-Year Comparison  of Feeder Cattle Costs and Returns  (continued) 
19~2-~j 
Avg. 
10  lots 
Long-fed yearlings 
19~3-~4  19~4-~5 
Avg.  Avgo 
16  lots  19  lots 
19~~-~b 
Avg. 
13  lots 
Short...fed yearlings and  two':year--olds 
19~2..5j  195j-54  1954-~5  1955-5b 
Avg.  Avgo  Avg.  Avg. 
15  lots  16  lots  14  lots  29  lots 
1.  44  64  58  70  43  44  48  46 
2.  333  323  309  304  167  178  172  184 
3.  42  54  62  42  28 '  23  15  12 
4.  0.7  006  008  0.3  1 0 0  0.2  102  0.4 
5.  643  645  621  647  751  699  746  731 
6.  1132  1130  1123  1134  1065  1033  1084  1070 
7.  489  485  502  487  314  334  338  339 
8.  1.5  1.5  1.6  1.6  109  1.9  2.0  108 
9.  21100  32449  28454  32108  12760  14303  14050  15553 
10.  520  521  493  572  703  645  597  632 
11.  11  16  15  9  10  46  7  18 
12.  53  55  46  50  61  63  70  61 
13.  5"84  )92  ~  rn  m  7%:  bTh  711 
14.  197  337  265  253  201  z88  330  311 



















18.  8  10  12  8  9  7  5  4 



















22.  $3611.93  $8439.72  $6311.74  $8083035  $1452.89  $4651.75  $3549.74  $3240.32 
23.  4297.72  7185.84  5510.51  6525.52  3202.84  3492 .55  332'4.58  3351.58 
24.  $-685.79  $1253.88  $  801.23  $1557.83  $-1749095  $1159.20  $  225.16  $-111.26 
25.  $17.14  $27.04  $22.89  $23.80 '  $12.90  $33.21  $25.61  $21.40 
26.  20.80  21.34  19.46  20.53  24.19  23.95  22.16  22.62 
27.  $-3066  $ 5.. 70  $  3043  $  3.27  $-1l.29  $  9.26  $  3.45  $-1.22 
28.  -6.69  4.38  1.59  2.75  -7.20  11.62  5.70  2.89 
29.  3.03  1032  1.84  .52  -4.09  -2036  -2025  -4011 
30.  $82  $127  $120  $128  $53  $139  $119  $98 
31.  4.49  4.. 49  4.49  4.49  4.49  4.49  4049  4.49 
32.  -8.15  1.21  -1.06  -1.22  -15.78  4.77  -1.04  -8.61 - 20  ­
In Figure  3  is presented the  total costs  and  returns  for  the  three feeding 
programs  for  the  four  feeding  seasons  shown  in Table 6. 
$300 
250  l- I 
Cost of feeder animal rzza 
200 t 	
1'-..""1 r / /1 
~  ~ ~  i Z  (I  I ~ Feed cost 
150  t  }"'''-...''l  I"-...~"l  1m'  Return above feed cost 
-
Loss loot  ~  ~ ra . 8a 
Returns in short-fed yearlings &two-year-olds 
50 
55-56 
$300  I  - 1$300 













52-53  53-54  54-55  55-56  52-53  53-54  54-55  55-56 
Returns in calf feeding  Returns  in long-fed yearlings 
Figure  3. 	 Average  Costs  of the Feeder Animal,  the Feed Consumed,  and Average  Return 
Above  or BelOW  Feed Costs  by Feeding Program  on  Farms  Studied,  1952-1956. - 21  • 
NET  RETURNS  FROM  CATTLE  FEEDING 
Net  returns  or profits in cattle feeding are  the  result of  sales  income  minus  costs. 
The  major  items  of cost are  the  purchase  price  of the cattle themselves and the 
feed they consume.  Profits result when  the  total of these plus other costs are 
below  the amount  received for the cattle. 
The  cost and  return information presented in t- ables 3,  4,  and 5 includes the prices 
paid and received for  cattle, the  cost and  returns per lot and  the  cost and returns 
per 100  ~ounds gain.  The  return over feed costs per 100 pounds  gain in weight 
(line  29)  is used  in this study as a  measure  of the  relative profitability of 
individual lots  of cattle and  of the different groups  compared. 
Two  factors  contribute to return over  feed cost,  (1)  a  gain in weight produced in 
the  feed lot at less cost than the  selling price,  and  (2)  a  positive price spread be­
tween  the  cost of the  feeders  and that  of the feed cattle When  sold.  The  combined 
effect of these  two  factors  determines  how  much  profit or loss is  made  on  any  given lot 
of feeder cattle.  The  amount  each  contributes to the  returns  over feed cost is shown 
on  lines  30  and  31  of the  tables.  The  return from  feeding  (line  30)  is  the  difference 
between the  feed cost per 100 pounds  gain and  the selling price per 100 pounds. 
The  remainder  of  the  return is from price  spread  minus  death loss. 
The  return per $100  feed  cost (line  32) is obtained by  dividing the total 
return by the  total feed cost.  This  tells what was  received on  the  average per 
each $100  spent for feed. 
The  return over feed cost does not tell the whole  story as to returns in 
cattle feeding.  Feed  cost is a  major  item of cost but other costs,  such as labor, 
interest, shelter,  equipment,  power,  and  some  miscellaneous  costs,  must be  covered 
if one  wishes to compute  net returns.  Data  cOVering  these  items were not available 
for the farms  covered by this  study.  A cost accounting  st1!lldy  on similar feeding 
operations in  southern Minnesota  in 1953  showsthe  average  cost of  these  items to be 
$4.49  per 100  pounds  net gain in weight.  This  average  charge. has been used  in 
Table  6  to compute  the  estimated average  net  return for each ot  the last four years. 
The  return over all costs thus  computed must  be  regarded as only an approximation. 
The  range  of  other costs in the  study was  from $2.71 to $6.82 per 100 pounds  of cattle 
produced among  the  lots included.  The  individual feeder  can estimate  these  costs 
for his lot and  determine his net return by subtracting this from  his returns over 
feed costs. 22  • 

COMPARISON  OF  LOTS  ABOVE  AVERAGE  WITH  THOSE  BELOW  AVERAGE  IN  RETURN  OVER  FEED  COST 
Tables 3,  4,  and 5 indicate a  wide  variation among  the  different lots as  to 
costs and  returns.  In Table  7 the average  of the  high return lots are  compared  with 
the  low  return lots.  This  table  shows  that the lots above  average  in return over 
feed costs  have  both lower feed  costs per 100 pounds  gain and a  higher value  produced 
per 100 pounds  gain. 
Some  of  the differences in feed costs may  be  due  to over  or under estimates in 
the amount  of feeds  fed.  Most  of  them,  however,  are due  to variations in the feed,  the 
cattle, and  the  cattle feedero 
The  quality of the  feed produced is especially important in this study because 
most  home  grown  feeds  are valued at the  same  price with little regard for  qualitYQ 
Thus  the  lots fed  low quality feed will tend to have  higher feed  costs per 100 pounds 
gain.  The  selection and  combination of feeds used also  dete~nes the  feed  cost per 
100  pounds  gaino  The  least cost ration is one  which will put  on  weight with the  lowest 
feed  cost per 100 pounds  of gaino  Another factor affecting feed  costs is the  amount 
of feed wasted. 
The  type  of cattle has  an affect  on  feed costs per 100 pounds  of gain.  In 
general the  heavier and older cattle require  more  feed per po~nd of  gain  than  the 
lighter cattle.  The  degree  of finish put on  and  the  inherent feeding efficiency 
of  the  cattle have  an effect on  feed requirements.  That  the  most profitable lots 
had  a  higher rate  of  gain may  be  an indication of better cattle  or  more  intensive 
feeding. 
Differences in the value  of 100 pounds  of  cattle produced resulted from differences 
in the  purchase  price  of feeders,  the  sale price  of cattle marketed and  the death 
loss, if any,  during the  feeding period.  Both the price  received and the  price  spread 
are  higher for  the  lots with above  average  returns than for those with below average 
returns.  A high value  produced per 100  pounds  gain is obtained by a  high  selling price, 
a  large  price  spread,  or  a  combination of  these  two.  The  effect of price  spread 
becomes  more  important as  the purchase  weight becomes  a  larger proportion  of  the total 
weight. 
The  high return lots put  on  more  pounds  of  gain than did  the  low  return lots, 
although there were  no  significant differences as to length of  feeding period,  purchase 
weight,  days  on  pasture,  or percentage  death loss between high and  low  return lots. Table  7.  Comparison  of High  and  Low  Profit Lots,  1955-56 
Long-fed calves  Long-fed yearlings 
Average  7 lots  lots 
for  above  avg.  belowavg" 
A verage  19 lots  1  lots 
for  above  avg.  below  avg.  for  above  avg.  below  avg. 
37  lots  return  return  13 lots  return  return  29  lots  return  return 
304  295  315  184  194  177 
20  Percent death loss  1.2  1.2  1.2 
1. Days  on  farm  340  327  354 
0.. 3  0.1  0.6  0.4  0  0.6 
30  Avg.purch.wt.,lbs.  407  403  412  647  643  650  731  630  732 
1070  1078  1065 1134  1166  1096 4. A vg.sale wt.,  lbs.  962  978  946 
487  523  445 5.  Gain per head,lbs.  555  575  534  339  348  333 
1.6  1.8  1.4  1.8  1.8  1.9 6.  Gain per hd./day,lbs.l.6  1.8  1.5 
Feed used Eer 100  Ibse  gain 
581  504  672  650  539  716 7.  Grain,  Ibs.  470  459  482 
61  47  70 So  29  75 8.  Commercial  feed,lbs.  41  36  46 
711  )8b  78b ill  ill  747 9.  Tot.  cone.,  Ibs.  511  ~  m­
10.  Dry  roughage 
equi.,lbs. 





Prices of cattle 
12 ..  Price  pd/l00 Ibs. 
13..  Price rec/l00 Ibs. 








Cost and  returns Eer 100  Ibs.  gain 
15.  Value  produced  $22.44  $25.86 
16.  Feed  costs  16.62  15.35 
17.  Ret.over feed 
costs  5.82  10.51 
18.  Ret.  over feed cost 
from price  spread  1.44  3.04 
19.  Return over feed  cost 
from  feeding  4.38  7.47 
20.  Return per $100 

























































'u..l  616  602 
3  4 
: 1'17.42  $17.36 
19.87  17.66 
2.45  .30 
$26.45  $18.30 
19.66  24.42 
6.79  -6.12 
6.58  .64 
.21  6.76 
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Table 8.  Price Spread,  Feed Costs  and  Returns,  Three-Year Average 
1953-54 ,  1954-55,  1~55-56 
Short-fed yearlings 
Long-fed calves  Long-fed yearlings  and  two-year-olds 
Lots  Lots  Lots  Lots  Lots  Lots 
above  below  above  below  above  below 
avg.  avg.  Diff.  avg.  avg.  Diff.  avg.  avg.  Diff. 
14.  Price  spread per 
100  lbs.  $  3.34  $  -.70 $  4.54  $  3.57  $  -.15  $  3.72  $ 4.14  $  1.83  $  2.31 
16.  Feed  costs per 
100  lbs.  gain  16.57  19.03  2. 46  18.24  23.12  4.88  20.26  25.18  4.92 
18.  Return  over  feed 
cost  from price 
spread  2.93  -.47  3.40  4. 74  .58  4.16  9.82  4.11  5. 71 
19.  Return  over  feed 
cost  from 
feeding  5. 96  .77  5.19  4.25  -2.46  6.71  .30  -5.55  5.85 
17.  Return  over  feed 
costs per  100 
lbs.  gain  8.89  .30  8. 59  8.99  -1.88  10.87  10.12  -1.44  11.56 
A presentation of  the  relative  importance of returns  over  feed  costs  from  price 
spread and  from  feeding for  the last three years  is  shown  in  table  8.  This  is  a  three­
year  average with  equal  weight  being given  to  the  figures  for  each year.  These  f igures 
indicate how  the differences  in price  spread and  feed costs crntribute to  the  differences 
in return over  feed  costs per  100  lbs.  gain.  For  the  three  types  of  cattle feeding pro­
grams  the  table  shows  the  figures  for  the group  above  average  in  returns  over  feed 
cost,  the group  below  average  in this  respect,  and  the  difference between  the  two  on 
price spread,  costs,  and  returns. 
These  comparisons  indicate  that  differences  in  returns  from  feeding  is  of  more 
importance  than  differences  in  returns  from  price  spread for calves and  long-fed 
yearlings,  while  for  short-fed yearlings  and  two-year-olds  the differences  in  re­
turns  from  feeding  and  from price  spread  were  of fairly equal  importance  as  contribu­
ting factors  towards  the  differences  in returns between  the  high  and  lo~ return  lots. 
The  difference  in  return between  the  lots above  average  and those below average 
is greatest for  the  short-fed yearlings  and  two-year-olds  and least  for  the  long-fed 
calves. 
COMPARISON  OF  RETURNS  FROM  PRICE  SPREAD  AND  FROM  FEEDING  FOR  THE' DIFFERENT 
CATTLE  FEEDING  PROGBAMS 
The  data in table 9  serve  to  illustrate the  comparative  importance  of price  spread 
and  feed  costs in determining cattle  feeding profits for cattle of different  beginning 
weights and different  lengths  of feeding period,  as  are presented by these lots of 
long-fed  calves,  long-fed yearlings,  and short-fed yearlings  and  two-year-olds. - 25  ­
Table  9.  Returns  from Price Spread and  from  Feeding 
Short-fed yearlings 
Lon~-fed calves  Lon~-fed yearlin~s  and  two-lear-olds 
Avg.  of  ~7 lots  Avg.  of  13  lots  Avg.  of 22  lots 
Price  spread/lOa  Ibs.  $2.11  $1.92  $1.12 
Return over  feed  cost 
from price  spread  1.44  2.75  2.89 
Return  over  feed  cost 
from  feeding  4.38  .52  -4.12 
Return  over feed cost 
per 100 1bs.  gain  5.82  3.27  -1.22 
Avg.  purchase  wt ..  Ib s.  407  647  731 
Gain  per head,  Ibs.  555  487  339 
The  returns  from  feeding are  of most  importance  in the  calf feeding  program and 
become  relatively less  important  for  the  long-fed yearlings  and  least  in  importance 
for  the  short-fed yearlings  and two-year-olds  (see  table 9).  Calves  are purchased 
at  lighter weights,  are  fed  for  a  longer period  for more  gain  in weight  and put  on 
gain  at  less cost per pound. 
The  return  from price  spread  is  of  most  importance  for  short-fed yearlings  and 
two-year-olds because  of  their higher  initial weight  and  becomes  relatively  less 
important  as  the  purchase weights  decrease  and the gain  in  weight  increases  with  the 
younger  and  lighter calves.  A  comparison  of  the  importance  of price  spread might  be 
made  by  comparing the  calves with the  short-fed yearlings and  two-year-olds.  For  the 
calves  the price  spread was  $2.11 per  one  hundred pounds but  the  return  from  price 
spread per  one  hundred  pounds  gain  was  only  $1.44 of the total $5.82  return per  one 
hundred  pounds gain.  The  average gain  in weight  was  555  pounds  per head  compared  to 
the  average purchase  weight  of 407  pounds.  The  profit  on  the  gain  in weight  was  more 
important  because  the  gain  in weight  exceeded.the  initial weight  by  148 pounds.  For 
the  short-fed yearlings  and  t~-year-olds the price  spread was  only $1.12 per  100 
pounds  but  the return  from  price  spread per 100  pounds gain  in weight  WaS  $2.89.  The 
total  return was  a  loss  of  $1.22 per 100 pounds gain after subtracting the  $4.12  loss 
from  feeding.  The  gain  in weight  was  339  pounds  and  the average purchase  weight  was 
731  pounds.  The  price spread was  relatively more  important  than  feeding loss because 
the  initial weight  exceeded the  gain  in weight by  394 pounds.  In other words,  on  the 
average  the  return  on  these  heavier cattle is made  by  selling the  initial purchase 
weight  at  a  margin  high  enough to cover  the  loss  from  feeding. 
These  illustrations serve  to  emphasize  that  low  feed  cost  is an  important  de­
terminant  of profit for all types  of cattle feeding programs but  comparatively  more 
so  for  calves  or  light weight  cattle.  Price spread becomes  relatively more  important 
for cattle that  are  purchased at heavier weights.  The  higher  the purchase  weight  in 
relation  to  the  selling weight,  the  more  important  price  spread becomes.  It means 
that  feeding of  calves  has  less risk than  feeding heavy cattle but  there  is also less 
potential profit.  The  buying and  selling phase  of  the heavy cattle feeding  program 
becomes  extremely  imyortant  because  price spread  is the main  factor  in  determining 
profits.  Heavy  cattle feeding is  a  higher risk program  with  chances  of higher profits 
or greater losses. - 26  ­
DETERMINING  THE  PRICE  ONE  CAN  AFFORD  TO  PAY  FOR  FEEDER  CATTLE 
The  price that  can oe  paid for  feeder cattle and still cover all costs  of produc­
tion  depends oasically upon  four factors.  These  are  (1)  the price  received for the 
cattle when  sold,  (2)  the cost  of putting on  a  pound  of gain.{3)  the numoer  of  pounds 
of gain put  on,  and  (4)  the weight  of the cattle oought.  All  of these  factors  vary 
depending  upon  the  situation. 
The  price  that will oe  received  for  the  cattle when  sold is the difficult fig­
ure  to  estimate precisely.  Factors  to  consider  in this estimation are  the  numoer 
of cattle on  feed,  and  the  demand  prospects  for various  types of meat.  Some  indi­
cation  of this  type  may  Oe  obtained  from~rious market  outlook publications. 
The  cost  of putting on  a  pound  of gain depends  upon  the price of  feeds,  the 
weight  and  finish  to  which  the  animals  are  fed,  the  efficiency of feed utilization 
and  age  of  the  animals,  the  percent  death loss,  and the ability of the  farmer  as 
a  cattle feeder. 
For  those  farmers  who  have  kept  past  records  of  their feed  requirements per 
100  pounds  gain,  this calculation can be  quite objective.  When  using  feed  re­
quirements  from  past  records  of performance  one  must  remember  to  use  records  of 
a  comparable  type  of cattle fed  to  a  comparable  weight  and finish.  Also,  it is 
best  to  use  an  average  from  several  years'  records  to  get  a  more  representative 
figure.  For  farmers  who  do  not  have  feed  records,  the  average  figures  in this 
report  will give  him  some  basis  from  which  to  figure.  The  average feeds  used  over 
the  last  four  years  is used  in  the  following examples.  The  average  lot  in this 
study is of good  to choice  grade.  To  these  feed  requirements  the prospective 
cattle feeder  should  apply  the best  estimate he  can  make  of the price  of the  feeds 
he plans to  use, 
In addition  to feed costs there are other costs per 100  pounds  of gain  which 
must  be covered before  a  profit  can  be  shown.  These  costs are  labor,  interest, 
shelter,  equipment,  power,  and miscellaneous costs.  These  can  be  determined by 
the  individual  farmer.  In  a  study made  in  1953  these costs  amounted  to  $4.49  per 
100  pounds  gain,  which is the  figure  used  in  the  following  examples. 
In  these  examples  the  feed prices used were:  corn,  $1.25 per bu.,  oats,  $.65 
per bu.,  alfalfa h~. $18.00 per ton,  other hay,  $10.50  per  ton,  corn  silage,  $6.00 
per  ton,  and pasture  $2.50  per head per month. - 27  -

Sho rt-Fed Yearlings  and Two-Year-Olds--Good  Grade 
. Purchase weight  732  Ibs. 
Sales weight  1063  Ibs.  at  a  price of  $19. 00/cwt.  = returns/head of $201.97 
Gain  in weight  331  Ibs. 
Cost  per 100  pounds  gain: 

Feed  Pounds  Price  Cost 

Corn  644  .0223  $l4.36 

Small  grains  20  .0197  . 39 

Supplement  63  . 04  2.52 

Legume  hay  282  .009  2.54 

Other  hay  24  .005  .12 

Silage  704  .003  2.11 

pasture  days  6  .083 

co st  (allowing for  death  loss)  ri Total feed  $22.5 
Estimated other costs  4.49 
Total  cost  per  100  Ibs.  gain  $27.03 
Total feed  and other costs per head  ($27.03  x  3.31  cwt.)  89.47 
Amount  left  to  COver  purchase  $112.50 
Money left for  purchase  =  $112.50  = $15.37  (Price you  can  afford to pay and 
100 pounds  purchased  7.32  still cover all costs.) 

Price per 100 pounds  sold  $19.00 

Maximum  purchase price 
 l2Jl 
Price  spread needed to  cover all costs  $3."53 
Long-Fed Yearlings--Good to  Choice  Grade 
Purchase  weight  639  Ibs. 

Sales weight  1130  Ibs.  at  a  price of  $21.00/cwt.  = returns/head  of  $237.30 

Gain  in weight  Lj:§T  Ibs, 

Cost  per 100  pounds  gain : 

Feed  Pounds  Price  Cost 

Corn  526  .0223  $1l.73 

Small grains  13  .0197  .26 

Supplement  51  .04  2.04 

Legume  hay  263  .009  2.37 

Other hay  37  .005  .18 

Silage  780  .003  2.34 

Pasture  days  9.5  .083 
 ----:..l.2 
Total  feed  costs  (allowing for death  loss)  $19.71 

Estimated other costs 

Total cost  per 100  pounds  gain  ~
 $2  .20 
Total feed and  other costs per head  ($24.20  x  4. 91  cwt.)  118.82 
Amount  left to  cover purchase  $1l8. 48 
Money  available  for  purchase  _  $1l8.48  = $18.54  (Price you can  afford to  ~ay and 
100  pounds  purchased  - 6.39  still cover all costs.) 
Price per 100  pounds  sold  $21 .00 
Maximum  purchase price  l8·U~
Price  spread needed to  cover all costs  $  2. - 28  ­
Long-Fed Calves--Good to  Choice  Grade 
Purchase  we ight  409  Ibs. 

Sales weight  956  Ibs.  at  a  price of $21.00/cwt.  = returns/head of $200.76 

Gain  in weight  547  Ibs. 

Cost  per 100  Ibs.  gain: 

Feed  Pounds  Price  Cost 

Corn  489  .022  $10.90 

Small grains  25  .0197  .49 

Supplement  44  .04  1.76 

Legume  hay  269  .009  2.42 

Other hay  24  .005  .12 

Silage  397  .003  1.19 

Pasture  days  10  .083 
 ~ 
Total  feed  costs  (including death  loss)  $17.71 
Estimated other costs  ~ 
Total  cost  per 100  Ibs.  gain  $22.20 
Total  feed  and other costs per head ($22.20  x  5.47  cwt.)  121.42 
Amount  left for purchase  $  79.33 
Money  available for purchase  =  $79.33  = $19.40  (Price you can  afford to pay
100  pounds  purchased  4.09  and  still cover all costs.) 
Price per 100  pounds  sold  $21.00 
Maximum  purchase price  19.~0 
Price spread needed  to  cOver all costs  •  1.  0 - 29  ­
Below  is a  convenient form  to use  in making  these  calculations to help you 
determine  how  much  can be  paid for  feeder  cattle: 
Purchase  weight 
Sales weight 
Gain in weight  ____ 
x  Price $-­
pounds 
-­ =  Return $ ---­
Cost per 100 pounds  gain 
Feed  Pounds 
Price per 
Pound  Cost 
Corn 
Small  grain 
Supplement 
Legume  hay 
Other hay 
Silage 
Pasture  days 
Total feed costs 
Estimated  other costs per 100 Ibs.  gain 
Total feed and other costs per 100 Ibs.  gain 
Total costs per 100 Ibs.  gain  X cwt.  gain--­ =  - total cost $--­
(subtract total costs  from  returns)  Amount  left to cover purchase 
Amount  left for purchase  =  ~  Price  you  can afford to pay and 
Pounds purchased  still cover all costs 
Price per 100  pounds  sold  $____ 
Maximum  purchase price 
Price  spread need  to cover 
all costs 